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Abstract
The idea of combining art and technology has always been an alluring challenge throughout my academic career. As a
final culmination of the knowledge that was accumulated through various courses, this thesis explores the crossover
between art and technology through the extraction of insect patterns and uses them as a way to negotiate authorship
between these two powerful fields. This paper documents the process of extracting, translating, and producing a final
block print that represents union of art and technology.
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Process Analysis Statement
INterSECT began not in the final year of my undergraduate

(order), Nympalidae (family).”

education, but fourteen years earlier in my first year of 4H.
Each order has to be pinned in a certain way. While
I began collecting insects in 2008, starting off simple with

there is always a pin placed through the body, the exact

ten specimens from the backyard. Throughout my 10

placement of the pin is determined by the order. The legs

years of 4-H, I accumulated a large collection of speci-

and or wings of the insects are then placed in a natural

mens as well as a vast knowledge of insects and their

position and held by extra pins. There is a small window of

habits. I have learned about how to identify and classify

time when the insects are soft enough to manipulate be-

insects according to their Class, Order, and Family, as well

fore they are too stiff and will break. After placement, the

as how to properly capture and preserve the insects. For

insects are left to dry for at least 48 hours depending on

example, here is how to correctly label a Monarch butter-

the size and age of the insect. The insect is then identified

fly:

by order and family and organized in a display case.

As a general rule, each category has a common name

Because I spent so many years trying to understand

and a scientific name. To begin, the specimen must be

the habits of insects, I had the chance to observe their

identified by its appearance and characteristics and be la-

delicate yet durable bodies, helping me to gain an ap-

beled with its specific name. For the monarch, its common

preciation for not only their construction but also their

name is “Monarch,” and its scientific name is “Danaus

unique patterns. These mysterious traits have inspired me

plexippus.” First, class is the broadest of the categori-

throughout my undergraduate projects, so when given the

zations, and includes all insects. An insect is defined as

opportunity to give these patterns a deeper look I jumped

having external mouthparts, antennae that lack muscles

at the chance. I began photographing my collection with

beyond the first segment, usually fully developed com-

a microscope. This allowed me to capture micropatterns

pound eyes and Malpigihian tubules, feet made up of sep-

that are undetectable to the naked eye, and gave me the

arate segments, and an ovipositor. (Evans 14) A monarch

chance to see my collection in a way that I never had

falls into this category, so its class is “Insect” (common

before. Unexpected textures and patterns appeared in

name), “Insecta” (scientific name). The specimen is then

places that I would have never expected.

placed in an order, which would be “Butterflies and Moths”
(common name), “Lepidoptera” (scientific name). To

When I initially decided that I wanted to translate the

further specify its identification, the Monarch is then put

physical patterns of the insects into physical art through

in a category based on common characteristics, this is

a digital and mechanical form of communication, I began

the family name. For the monarch, it is in a group called

searching for a process that allowed me to give some

“Brushfooted Butterflies” (common name), “Nymphali-

authorship to a machine. I had recently completed an

dae” (scientific name). So the final label for the specimen

independent study where I was tasked with learning

would be “Monarch (name), Insecta (class), Lepidoptera

about an arduino and how to communicate with it through
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coding. While this study initially started out with learning

Base End- Powered

how to simply get a led light to flash, I was exposed to all

Base End- Idle

of the possibilities that an arduino has to offer, and the

Raft Mount

idea of building a drawing machine that it could control

Servo End

was born. I began researching different methods of build-

Pen End

ing these machines and was able to identify the design

Pen Holder

of the machine that would best help me accomplish my

Servo Arm

goal of machine drawing. Once I had narrowed down

Electronic Housing

my search, I was able to find a tutorial video that walked

Electronic Housing Lid

through how to build the type of machine I wanted. From
here I was able to compile a list of parts that I would need

Once all of these materials arrived, I was able to start con-

and ordered them. The list was as follows:

structing the machine. The first thing that I did was attach

8 x15 x 45mm Linear Bearing (x2)

an idle wheel to the Base End- Idle piece. Next I attached

8 x 15 x 25mm Linear Bearing (x1)

the linear rail to the tops of the Base End- Powered piece

12v Nema 17 stepper motors (x2)

and the Base End- Idle piece, this becomes the X-axis,

GT2 Timing belt and pulleys

and then attached the connected pieces onto the panel.

Micro servo (x1)

I then attached the Raft Mount onto the sliding block that

Elegoo Arduino Uno (x1)

is on the linear rail. Next I mounted one of the stepper

Stepper drivers - TMC2208 (x2)

motors to the Base End- Powered piece and placed a

Contact switch (x2)

timing pulley on the shaft of the motor. Once this compo-

Arduino CNC Shield (x1)

nent was in place I placed the timing belt on a connector

30mm 5V Fan (x1)

that was built into the Raft Mount, and wrapped the belt

8mm Chromed Steel Rod (35cm x2 & 5.5cm x1)

around the idler wheel and across the X-axis where I

30cm long linear rail with block - MGN12H (x1)

wrapped the belt around the timing pulley and then back

Electrical wire

to another connector on the Raft Mount. Then, I attached

12v power supply - 2A or greater (x1)

an idler wheel and a stepper motor to the Raft Mount, and

Barrel Connector - Female (x1)

placed a timing pulley on the shaft of the motor. Next I in-

6mm Idler Wheel - 3mm Bore (1)

serted the longer linder bearings into the cylindrical voids

Large Panel (36cm x 42cm)

on the Raft Mount and secured them to the print with glue.

Sharpies

I then soldered a length of wire to each of the positive and

M3 bolts in various lengths

negative connections on the two contact switches, and

M5 bolts in various lengths

glued them on to the Raft Mount with one parallel to the

Wood screws

X-axis and one parallel to the Y-axis. Next, I secured the

3D printed parts (x9)

long chrome rods into the voids on the Servo End piece
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with bolts, and slid the rods through the bearings located

CNC Shield. I soldered the wires from the contact switch

in the Raft Mount. Then I placed a small linear bearing in

mounted on the X-axis to the X- points on the CNC Shield,

the void in the Pen End piece and then placed the piece

and the wires from the contact switch mounted on the

on the end of the chrome rods that run through the Raft

Y-axis to the Y- points on the CNC Shield. Next I began

Mount. Once this was completed, I placed the Pen Holder

connecting the wires from the servo to the CNC Shield,

piece within the groove of the Pen End piece and secured

starting by soldering the wire in charge of direction to the

the pieces together by bolting the smaller chrome rod into

Z+ point, then soldering the negative wire to GND and the

place. Next, I placed bolts in the Pen Holder piece that

positive wire to 5V. I then was able to connect the stepper

will secure the writing utensil when the machine moves,

motor that controls the Y-axis to the row of points on the

and then secure a timing belt to the top of the Pen Holder

CNC Shield labeled “Y” and repeated this step with the

piece. Another timing belt is wrapped around a connector

stepper on the X-axis but connected it to the row labeled

on the Pen End piece, and then wrapped around the tim-

“X”. Finally I was able to connect the CNC Shield to the

ing pulley and the idler wheel located on the Raft Mount

arduino and bolt down the Electronic Housing Lid piece.

piece and is secured to a connector on the Servo End
piece. Next, I soldered an additional piece of wire to each
of the wires that operate the servo, and then fit the servo

After assembling the machine, I then needed to upload a

arm onto the wheel before placing it within the Servo End

modified version of GRBL, called GRBL-MI to my arduino.

piece. I then took the timing belt I had already attached to

To do this I downloaded the program and added the file to

the Pen Holder piece and stretched it down the Y-axis and

the libraries folder of the Arduino software. I then ran the

secured it in the servo arm piece.

Arduino program and opened up this newly added library
and proceeded to plug the Arduino into my computer.

Next, I soldered a length of wire to the barrel connec-

Next, I uploaded the sketch to the Arduio and opened up

tor and secured it inside the Electronics Housing piece

the serial monitor where typing in “$$” allows me to see

with glue. I then bolted the small fan onto the side of the

the current settings. However I needed slightly different

Electronics Housing piece and then screwed the whole

settings for my machine, so I added a few new lines of

piece to the panel. I was then able to place the arduino

code to these settings that allowed me to tell the machine

into the Electronics Housing piece and bolt it into place.

that it was holding a static utensil as opposed to a rotating

After placing a heatsink onto the stepper drivers I con-

bit like a CNC machine, which is what this software is

nected them to the header pins on the CNC Shield. Next, I

typically used for. After adding these new settings to the

connected the positive and negative wires to the corre-

serial monitor, I connected the power cable to the machine

sponding ports on the terminal block of the CNC Shield. I

and plugged it in. Because the arduino has just been

then connected the positive and negative wires from the

given power, it turns on and is in a state of alarm because

fan to the 5V and GND points respectively. Next, I began

it does not know where it is at. Before trying to enter any

soldering all of the wires to their respective points on the

coordinates, the Ardunio had to be told where its “Home”
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was, so I gave it the command $H, which tells the Arduino

the layer and rasterized the duplicate so that all of the

to move the axis’ in the negative direction until the con-

sublayers will be combined into one. After rasterizing the

tact switch is engaged. I then enter “G92 X0 Y0” which

layer, I removed the white from the image by selecting the

tells the machine that wherever it is now is its “home”. To

color range option, selecting the white, and then deleting

make sure that the machine was aware of its boundaries,

it. In order to ensure that there is no gray in the image, I

I gave it the code “G1 X10 Y50 F2000”; “G1” specifies a

create a black rectangle and use it as a clipping mask to

linear move, “X10” is move X 10 mm, “Y50” is move Y 50

insure that there is no gray left in the image. I then save

mm, and “F2000” controls the speed of the movement.

the file as a PNG. From here I create an illustrator file with

Next, I tested the servo by entering the command m3 s90

the same dimensions that I used for photoshop. Then I

to make sure that it raised the Pen Holder piece, and then

embed the image in the file to ensure that there will not be

the command m5 to make sure that it lowered the Pen

a disconnect between the two. Next, I apply a silhouette

Holder piece.

filter to the image; this turns the image into geometry that
I can edit. I then remove the fill color from the geometry

After I confirmed that the machine was working properly, I

and change the lineweight to one that is readable by the

downloaded a server called JSON that allows for my ardu-

next program that I will use. After this line weight change,

ino to connect to a website called ChiliPeppr. By using this

I save the file as a SVG. Next, I open a program called Ink-

website, the drawings that can be produced will be much

scape and set the document size as the drawing area on

more detailed than if I were to manually feed the arduino

my drawing machine. I then import the SVG file that I just

codes. I tested the machine one last time by creating

created and ungroup all of the geometry. Then I select all

my own linework and having the machine draw it with a

of the geometry and set the lineweight at .8 millimeters.

sharpie, and I will explain this process later on.

This specific number is chosen because it is about the
width of the tool that will be creating the image. Once the

After completing the machine and collecting images, I

lineweight is changed, I select all of the geometry and

decided that I wanted to find a way to use these images to

convert the object to path. This helps communicate to

create art. In order to do this, I utilized multiple technolo-

the program that the lines are what is going to indicate

gies as a way to extract linework from the patterns.

the path of the machine. Next, I choose the extension
“MI GRBL Z-AXIS Servo Controller” which pulls up a menu

To begin this process, I opened a new Photoshop file and

where I am able to enter specific settings that will be sent

created a canvas that was the size I wanted the final

to my drawing machine. These settings tell the machine

product to be. I then selected the image I wanted to ex-

how fast each axis is supposed to move, the movement

tract the linework from and placed it on the canvas. Next,

delay, and which line of code indicates the movement of

I used an editing filter called camera raw filter to make the

the tool in the Z direction. The settings I used were:

image as black and white as possible. I then inverted the

		

Servo (tool) up: M5

image and proceeded to sharpen the edges. Then, I copy

		

Servo (tool) down: M3
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X axis speed: 10000 mm/min

as blurry background figures. After these most import-

		

Y axis speed: 4000 mm/min

ant features were converted into lines, the next software

		

Angle for servo (angle the machine

made its own decisions on what lines it thought were the

			

makes to move the tool) : 90

most important. When the computer’s final image was

		

Delay: .2 seconds

handed off to the machine, the machine took what the

		

Save location: Desktop>Thesis>Dra

computer had given it and began to add its own touch and

			wings>GCODES

authority to the image. Unlike the computer, which took a

I then click Apply and the program saves the linework as

subtractive approach to the process, the machine did the

a GCODE file to the location that I specified. Saving the

opposite. It began to add more of its own lines to the im-

file as a GCODE is very important because it attaches a

age during the physical making of the project as evidence

set of instructions (the specifications mentioned earlier)

of the path it took became evident. As this process and

to the linework, and allows for the machine to read and

sharing of authority became evident in the test drawings

understand the file without having to type out hundreds

I was making, I began to think about how I wanted to add

of lines of code. Because the GCODE includes all of the in-

some of my own authorship back into the process. While

structions needed to draw the file, I am able to import this

the drawings being produced were clean and resembled

GCODE file into a program called ChiliPeppr. This program

the original image that they were created from, I realized

allows me to communicate with the arduino that controls

that I did not want a copy of the image but instead a piece

the machine and simply give it the GCODE because it is

of art that paid homage not only to the insect that it was

in a language that the arduino speaks. Finally, all I have

extracted from but also recognized the passing and shar-

to do is to tell the machine to start at home (0,0,0 coor-

ing of authorship throughout the process of its creation.

dinates) and then tell it to start the drawing. Although
there is a lengthy process behind creating each of these

This idea of authorship was something that was a big

drawings, it is crucial that all of the steps are followed

influence in an architectural printmaking class that I

every time because it helps to produce the most clear

had previously taken, and we frequently discussed

image possible.

how authorship is shared between a person and a tool.
These conversations had lingered in my mind, and when

Throughout the process of building the drawing machine

I realized that I was again having a conversation about

and processing my images to extract the linework, I real-

authorship I began to recognize that I was using the com-

ized that a conversation about authorship between the

puter and the machine as tools to create. When looking

computer, the machine, and me was arising. The comput-

at the problem this way it was clear to me that it was not

er started with the most authority of the final image as I

a struggle of power between the computer, the machine,

processed it through multiple software platforms. It dic-

and me, but a blending of ideas that should enrich the

tated what the most prominent features of the image were

final product. I realized that in order to produce something

and got rid of the things that were least important, such

harmonious, I needed to add another step to the process.
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This is when I decided that instead of drawing on paper,
the machine should carve into wax that could then be
used to make block prints.
After this realization, I was able to modify the Pen Holder
on the drawing machine to hold a soldering iron instead. I
did this by using conduit fittings and bolts to secure it to
the original piece, and wrapping the plastic Pen Holder in
a foil to help prevent the soldering iron from melting the
piece. To replace the paper, I bought a large block of candle wax and melted it down, dyeing it with crayons. I then
poured the wax into a large cookie sheet to get an even
thickness, and after the wax sheets cooled I cut them
into 8x8 inch squares. I chose squares because not only
would they be able to create individual prints, they would
also be able to be combined to create larger squares and
an infinite number of designs through arrangement and
rotation.
After fitting the soldering iron onto the drawing machine,
the coordinates of the drawing tip shifted. To compensate for this offset, I was able to measure the distance
between the original point and the original edge of the
paper and shift the wax sheet over that amount. When
the carving was complete I began treating the wax like
a block print. I used a roller to ink the sheets and then
placed my paper over the ink. I then gently rubbed the
wax through the paper to help transfer the ink, thus creating the final prints. The following images depict the drawing machine in action as well as the wax blocks, the inked
wax blocks, and the final prints. While I was only able to
include a few images in this description, more images and
videos can be found on my website,
			samantha-stapleton.com
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Images from the insect documentation
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Images from the insect documentation
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Images from the insect documentation
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Images showing how the images were simplified, linework was extracted, and then translated to the machine.
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The wax blocks that resulted from the previously shown linework.
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Initial prints from the wax blocks
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More prints
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More prints
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More prints
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More prints
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Images from the gallery
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